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Sukhoi S-37 and Mikoyan MFI: Russian Fifth-Generation Fighter Demonstrators (Red Star, Vol. 1)Midland Pub Ltd, 2002
Conceived in the early 1980s to ease the threat posed by the American ATF program, these fighters were developed as the Soviet Union's fifth-generation fighters. This book gives a detailed account of how Russia's two leading fighter aircraft designers competed for the order and how a third contender never made it to the hardware stage. It deals...
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Spatial AutoRegression (SAR) Model: Parameter Estimation Techniques (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	Explosive growth in the size of spatial databases has highlighted the need for spatial

	data analysis and spatial data mining techniques to mine the interesting but implicit

	spatial patterns within these large databases. Extracting useful and interesting patterns

	from massive geo-spatial datasets is important for many application...
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Hactivism and Cyberwars: Rebels with a CauseRoutledge, 2004
This detailed history of hacktivism's evolution from early hacking culture to its present day status as the radical face of online politics describes the ways in which hacktivism has re-appropriated hacking techniques to create an innovative new form of political protest. The authors provide an explanation of the different strands of hacktivism...
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Bioinformatics: An Introduction (Computational Biology)Springer, 2009
Bioinformatics is interpreted as the application of information science to biology, in which it plays a fundamental and all-pervasive role. The field continues to develop intensively in both academia and commercially, and is highly interdisciplinary. This broad-ranging and thoroughly updated second edition covers new findings while retaining the...
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Methods of Contemporary Mathematical Statistical Physics (Lecture Notes in Mathematics)Springer, 2009
This volume presents a collection of courses introducing the reader to the recent progress with attention being paid to laying solid grounds and developing various basic tools. An introductory chapter on lattice spin models is useful as a background for other lectures of the collection. The topics include new results on phase transitions for...
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Cybersonic Arts: Adventures in American New Music (Music in American Life)University of California Press, 2015

	Composer, performer, instrument builder, teacher, and writer Gordon Mumma has left an indelible mark on the American contemporary music scene. A prolific composer and innovative French horn player, Mumma is recognized for integrating advanced electronic processes into musical structures, an approach he has termed "Cybersonics."...
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Before Prozac: The Troubled History of Mood Disorders in PsychiatryOxford University Press, 2008
Psychiatry today is a barren tundra, writes medical historian Edward Shorter, where drugs that don't work are used to treat diseases that don't exist. In this provocative volume, Shorter illuminates this dismal landscape, in a revealing account of why psychiatry is "losing ground" in the struggle to treat depression.

...
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Innovation in Cultural Systems: Contributions from Evolutionary Anthropology (Vienna Series in Theoretical Biology)MIT Press, 2009
In recent years an interest in applying the principles of evolution to the study of culture emerged in the social sciences. Archaeologists and anthropologists reconsidered the role of innovation in particular, and have moved toward characterizing innovation in cultural systems not only as a product but also as an evolutionary process. This...
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Acres of Skin: Human Experiments at Holmesburg PrisonRoutledge, 1999
In the first expose of unjust medical experimentation  since David Rothman's Willowbrook's Wars, Allen M. Hornblum  releases devastating stories from within the walls of Philadelphia's  Holmesburg Prison. For more than two decades, from the mid-1950s  through the mid-1970s, inmates were used, in exchange for a few  dollars, as guinea pigs...
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Fuzzy Surfaces in GIS and Geographical Analysis: Theory, Analytical Methods, Algorithms and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2007

	Surfaces are a central to geographical analysis. Their generation and manipulation are a key component of geographical information systems (GISs). However, geographical surface data is often not precise. When surfaces are used to model geographical entities, the data inherently contains uncertainty in terms of both position and attribute....
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Text-to-Speech SynthesisCambridge University Press, 2009

	Text-to-Speech Synthesis provides a complete, end-to-end account of the process of generating speech by computer. Giving an in-depth explanation of all aspects of current speech synthesis technology, it assumes no specialized prior knowledge. Introductory chapters on linguistics, phonetics, signal processing and speech signals lay the...
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Deadline Fitness: Tone Up and Slim Down When Every Minute CountsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	When I moved to Los Angeles from the East Coast, I was thrilled to have the opportunity to work in the entertainment industry. As I was studying and building my fitness business, my day job was as an assistant account executive at a Beverly Hills public relations firm. I spent lots of time with up-and-comers as well as with the most...
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